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Abstract
It will be shown how the Micro-black-holes particles produced at the horizon entry into a
number of 626110 −≅N  by quantum fluctuation as virtual micro-black holes pairs like e+ 
e- creation, stay at the base of: the origin and evolution of Universe, the pure gravity 
Dark Matter particles, of the free photons creation of near mass-less as by radiation decay 
that condensate later at Confinement in to the structure of gauge bosons (gluons) . Also, 
these ex-Micro-black-holes ( BHsµ ) by merging release gravitons which deform the 
space-time, and also  decay of all free photons as pure gravity Dark Matter particles , or 
if kipping someone else, as electrons, others leptons (quarks) and uncharged particles 
(neutrinos). After radiation decay, the heritage of gravitational charge (gravitons) 
quantized as cMG Planck =  inside (or on event horizon) into equilibrium with the inner 
field like electrostatic Coulomb field as being generated by the few photons remained, 
finally give the mass. Thus, is explained how the gravity (only few gravitons remaining at 
Confinement in nucleons) is embedded in matter particles, and in the pure gravity Dark 
Matter particles of gravitational charge only (gravitons), an old waited answer.
Also, in this context it results that an equal part of the ex-Micro-black-holes are generated 
at horizon entry that correspond to Electroweak period during Universe evolution
(1011 GeV; 10-29 s) .. A proof of the model is done by applying it to light bending due of 
Earth.
A very stranger result is obtained if we divide the gravitational charge c  to the Compton 
length for every particle, or in other words the gravitational energy of the particle 
distributed in their Compton length is just the particle energy or the “rest of mass”.

Keywords: Origin of gravity, Planck particle, gravitational charge, virtual black 
holes, free photons, graviton, color magnetic charges, gluons, photons mass, 
electrons

1.Introduction
Independently and for the first time, in my work [1c], I got the idea that a nucleon has
inside a field in equilibrium with the gravity charge. This match with the idea of the
electron which is in fact a sphere with a very small radius and inside this is distributed the
momentum of photon energy in equilibrium with gravitational charge PlanckMG  as it
was presented in [1d;1e]. In effect, this particular model would state that the electron is in
fact just a form of ''trapped light''. In this paper, I have taken the theory further with
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numerical examples, not only to reconcile the original idea's that the classical (or
perhaps) semi-classical electron has a mass of electromagnetic nature and that the
gravitational charge (the inertial mass) is in fact intrinsically-related to the same
electromagnetic features. To do this, “I have had to read for many years now, the theories
of times past which involved the photon configuration inside of particles “- Lloyd Motz
[1e]; which he was the first to propose a gravitational charge to a particle and even
speculated on bound photon particles in a type of orbital motion; the original idea's
brought forth in this paper is how to think of the gravitational charge in terms of the
electromagnetic field and we will also study the implications of certain equations under
the same investigative field. To make short, the electron is taken in this paper, as a
fluctuation of either bound or single photons following toroidal or other topological paths
in a dense curved spacetime. To finish off, we will also study what it means to talk about
the spin of an electron.
I will show that, only few free photons of photons dimension could remain embedded in
ex-like-Micro-black-holes which it adjusts its dimensions to electrons, other leptons, 
noncharged particles (neutrinos, Higgs) in order to equilibrate the gravitational charge 

PlanckMG  as it was explained before following electron model [7]. Also we shown how 
is generated a huge number ( 626110 − ) into each Quantum bubble of one Micro-black-
holes (virtual micro black holes) as by Quantum fluctuations. In [5b] is interpreted in the 
topological fluctuations S2 ×S2 bubbles in spacetime foam as virtual
black hole loops. It needs electric or magnetic charges to produce a pair of black holes
from Ernst solution. However the quantum bubbles form even in absence of any field.
The reason for that is that virtual black holes are not classical geometries and hence need
not satisfy Einstein’s equations. They are rather solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt 
equation [6] and hence need not have any electric or magnetic charges as would be 
required if they satisfied Einstein equations. Virtual black holes lead to the loss of 
quantum coherence, which is calculated in this paper [6]. Virtual black holes also lead the 
space-time to have an intrinsic entropy. The soft photons radiated during these virtual 
micro-black holes inherently decay its being of the same order as the Micro-black-holes, 
these are later incorporated as gluons into hadrons. In the same context is considered that 
at horizon entry a large part of the ex-Micro-black-holes keep only the pure gravitational 
charge becoming dark matter particles.
After Inflation has ended, scalar perturbations begin the re-enter the horizon and interact 
in such a way as to induce gravitational waves. These gravitational waves are due of 
gravitons release  due of BHsµ merging [, and which deform the space-time. 

2. The concept of like-Micro-black-holes particle at the origin of Universe
We consider that the firstly Universe beginning is due of Quantum instability fluctuations 
when is obtained a lot of Micro-black-holes particles as Planck particles,  and which we 
will consider its as to be the primordial seeds of Universe, in the following we will argue 
this hypothesis.
First of all, I present some of known data. Thus, in [1a] it is therefore assumed, that
“potential energy” caused by gravitation and “kinetic energy” caused by expansion of the
Universe are equal to each other (using the relations ctRU =  and 2cME UU = ):
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][106.1 26 mRU ×= , the radius of Universe; st 17105 ×= , the age of the Universe; 

kgM U
53102.2 ×= ,  the mass of the Universe. The Planck mass
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In fact as already noted [23] from [1b], a Planck mass particle decays via the
Bekenstein radiation within a Planck time s4210 − , see below.

In fact as already noted [23] from [1b], a Micro-black-holes mass particle decays via the
Bekenstein radiation.
The Maxwell equations in a vacuum with a non zero conductivity coefficient, can be
shown to lead to a loss of energy ( z - shift ) of a photon during its propagation, see [2a].
This is because the dissipating mechanism leads to an extra term in the usual Maxwell’s
equations proportional to tE ∂∂ , see [1b].
This immense energy BHµ  can constitutes a spectrum for blackbody radiation when 
photon creation takes place has also been proposed by author in [2a] , but now I consider
that this radiation is obtained by the decaying of Micro-black-holes ( BHµ ) viewed as
virtual micro black-holes with hair [5a; [5b]; [5c].
Virtual black holes
The picture of virtual black holes given here also is suggested that macroscopic black
holes will evaporate down to the Planck particles ( m3510 − ) size and then disappear in
the sea of virtual black holes [5b]. However, in his paper Hawking says: “I shall be less
concerned with real processes like pair creation, which can occur only when there is an
external field to provide the energy, than with virtual processes that should occur even in
the vacuum or ground state”.
However, in addition to black holes formed by stellar collapse, there might also be much
smaller black holes which were formed by density fluctuations in the early universe [5a].
These small black holes, being at a higher temperature, would radiate more than they
absorbed. They would therefore presumably decrease in mass. As they got smaller, they
would get hotter and so would radiate faster.
In quantum gravity, a virtual black hole is a black hole that exists temporarily as a result
of a quantum fluctuation of spacetime [5b], [6]. It is an example of quantum foam and is
the gravitational analog of the virtual electro-positron pairs found in quantum
electrodynamics. At such small scales of time and space, the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle allows energy to briefly decay into particles and antiparticles and then
annihilate without violating physical conservation laws. Theoretical arguments suggest
that virtual black holes should have mass and the lifetime on the order of the Planck
particles, but we have changed to a not so small dimension since not respect the general
terms of energy and mass of universe. Therefore, we consider also Micro-black-holes
pairs, but that occur with a number density of approximately one per Quantum bubble
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[6], initially it was considered per Planck volume [2b] , that means one per quantum 
bubble volume, that means ][10 3603 −− ≅= − mdn HP ; where Hubble constant md H

2010 −≅− , 
see below.. 
A second example is de Sitter space which contains an event horizon. In this case the
temperature T is proportional to the Hubble parameter H , i.e. HT ∝ , such a
conclusion being used by author in [2a] to calculate the evolution of Universe.
To estimate the horizon entry we use some derivations done in [2a].In Inflation models 
[2], the scale leaving the horizon at a given epoch is directly related to the number )(ϕN
of e -folds of slow-roll inflation that occur after the epoch of horizon exit. Indeed, since 

H -the Hubble length is slowly varying, we have Hdt
a
dtaadaHdkd ==≅=


ln))(ln(ln . 

From the definition Eq. (38) of [2] this gives )(ln ϕdNkd −=  as of eq.(46) from [2], and 
therefore )()ln( ϕNkkend = , or, ][mkek N

end =  where endk  is the scale leaving the 
horizon at the end of slow-roll inflation, or usually  ][11 mkk end

−− < < ,  the correct equation 
being ][ 1−= mekk N

end . When the wavelength ])[( 1 mk −  is large compared to the Hubble 
length ])[( 1 mH − , the distance that light can travel in a Hubble time becomes small 
compared to the wavelength, and hence all motion is very slow and the pattern is 
essentially frozen in.
Since, the FLRW metric of the universe must be of the form 222

3
22 )( dtcdstads −=

where 2
3ds  is a three-dimensional metric that must be one of (a) flat space, (b) a sphere of 

constant positive curvature or (c) a hyperbolic space with constant negative curvature, or 

for small commoving time 
aHc

dt 1= ,  we can consider the distance as endaadsL =≅= , 

so the volume is given by: 

][1)( 34 sm
c

aVmatter =                                      

A second example is de Sitter space which contains an event horizon. In this case the 
temperature T   is proportional to the Hubble parameter H  , i.e. HT ∝ , such a 
conclusion being used  by author in [2] to calculate the evolution of Universe. 
To estimate the horizon entry we use some derivations done in [2].
During Universe evolution [2], the horizon leave is when 1== leaveleaveleave Hka , 

][10 2711 mHk leaveleave
−−− == , scHt leaveleave

361 103.3 −− ×==  at  the Electroweak epoch
Here the  Hubble constant  is defined as  
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In Newtonian interpretation, the Friedmann equations are equivalent to this pair of 
equations:
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During Universe evolution at Electroweak epoch or Reheating due of the quantum 
fluctuations [2a] a huge number of  the micro-black holes as Planck particles Pn  are 
generated, PBH mm =µ ; the graviton energy being  at horizon leave ; 

Jac endg
26102 −×== ε  ; when 1== leaveleaveleave Hka , kgM U

53102.2 ×= ;
2cmc BHC µλ = ; 603

1 101 ≅≅⋅≈ − PavailableBH nVHnµ , or JJEn PUP
970 1010== ε with

JGeVa eeendBH 4.171010 1111 →== −µε ; 92.0=− eeenda , it results with 
][10 2711 mHk leaveleave

−−− ==  by iteration for 2.16=N ; in eq. (2);  ][102.9 119 −×= mk end  ; 
][10 201 mH −− = ; st 29103.3 −×= ; ][105.6 20 mR −×= ; ][107.1 27 mll PC

−×== ; 

92.0=EWa ; where 9610→⋅= P
g

P
g nn

ε
ε

  as a “fix” number of  gravitons escaped  (an 

inverse process of a black-hole ) from micro-blacks holes created in Universe as the 
Planck particles during theirs totally decaying, and which deforms the spacetime.
The number of gravitons that has been released following BHsµ  merging  is only 

( ) ( )
68

26

96

26 107.5
104.17

10
10

×≅== −−−
BH

g
mergingat

n
n

µε , and these generate the curvature 

radius of the object R . 
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of 

668 107.52107.5 ×=×= P
EW
H nn , for two BHsµ merging.

The necessary volume is 3123 10 mnV Cgnecessary
−=⋅= λ , and the available volume being 

To mention that only this data set match the model.
Electroweak symmetry breaking-quarks epoch 

5

33 7.0 maV endavailable ==



The BHµ  particles decay to QGP GeVkgmQGP
422 109.7104.1 ×→×= − , or 

JGeVa eeendBH
5411 1026.1109.710 −

− ×→×==µε  ,  N
leaveend ekk −= ; 

][109.7 141 mk end
−− ×= , 6

_ 1027.1 ×=QGPenda , ][103.2 21 meeC
−

− ×=λ , with eq. (2) 

mR 7102.1 −×= , and ][10 71 mH end
−− = ,  scHt endend

161 103.3 −− ×== , 
][10 2711 mkH laeveleae

−−− ==  we found 32=N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν . 

The number of gravitons that has been released following BHsµ  merging  is only 

( ) ( )
74

265

96

26 109.7
101026.1

10
10

×≅
×

== −−−−
BH

g
mergingat

n
n

µε , and these generate the 

curvature radius of the object R . 
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of 

1274 109.72109.7 ×=×= P
QGP
H nn , for two BHsµ merging.

To mention that only this dataset match the model.
Another proof-the light bending by Earth
The number of graviton in case of Earth  is 5826 102.310 ×== −Ung ; 

J
R

GM
U

Earth

Earth 32
2

102.3 ×==

The number of gravitons that has been released following BHsµ (nucleons)  merging  is 

only ( ) ( )
41

2610

58

26 108.8
10106.3

102.3
10

×≅
×

×== −−−−
BH

g
mergingat

n
n

µε , and that generate the 

curvature radius of the object ( Schwr≅ ). 
Now, the horizon-entry is when the wave length N

leaveend ekk −= ; ][31 1−= mk end ,; the 
scale factor arrives at  endendend Hka = , the frequency is Hzkc end

91 103.9 ×== −υ ,  and 
the  Compton length ][102.8 17

_0 mcm BHnucleongC
−

− ×== λ  , for Jnucleons
1010 −≅ε  it 

results GeVaa endendnucleonBHP 2.2106.310 1010 →×==== −−εεε µ ; it results 
1_ ≅BHenda , and from eq. (2) ][108.8 31 mrH Schend

−− ×≅≅ , scHt endend
111 109.2 −− ×== , we 

found 7.35=N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν .

At BHs merging, the curvature radius R from eq. (2) with the number of merging 
nucleons during which release  gravitons as mergingatn − , Schend rmHR ≅×== −− ][103.5 31 .
The gravitons release from Earth as a gravitational wave

Therefore, the new horizon leave as gravitational wave (GW) is just when the gravitons 
escape from the Schwarzschild radius (the Universe is a viewed as an inverse big black 
hole) : 1== leaveleaveleave Hka , or ][104.7 311 mrHk Schwleaveleave

−−− ×=== . 
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Now, the new horizon-entry is when the wave length N
leaveend ekk −= ; 

][108 14 −−×= mk end , ][102.1 31 mk end ×=− ; and the scale arrives factor at  endendend Hka =

 ,  the Hubble length with  Compton length  ][16_ mcm GWgGWC ==− λ ; from eq. (1) 
][105.6 61 mRH end ×==− ; it results 3

_ 103.5 ×=GWenda ,  scHt endend 02.01 == − , we found 

12=N  to match the iterations cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν . 
The energy of the graviton becomes at an eventually detector (like LIGO) with the above 

value at merging GeVJ
a GWend

gBH

GWg
1727

17

23

_

101.1][109.1
103.6

10 −−
−

×→×=
×

==
ε

ε , and the 

frequency is Hzkc end
51 104.2 ×== −υ , the mass is kgm GWg

44
_ 102 −×= ; the number of 

particles released as the gravitational wave (like the photons of the light wave) remains 
equally with the above value   6710.5 ×=gn ,  the total energy initially released is 

][105 412 JcMnE EarthggmBHGW ×==⋅==Ε ε , and the curvature radius it results from 
eq.(1) with the integral (which the starts at the outside of the Schwr ) graviton  energy  with 

gn , and  with GWendend aa _= , as  ][105.6 6 mREarth ×= . 
The strain at Earth surface
Now, based on eq. (1) we can derive for the G-wave effect in the deformation (strain) of 
the space-time between Earth and a detector site by using   the gravitational pressure due 
of gravity charges on the area of Schwarzschild radius  Schwr  , we have:
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⋅

= , we have 

918
2

2

101.11034.1 −− ×=→×= EarthSchw
Earth

Schw Rr
R
r

, so,  in both cases  the strain  is  around 9101.1 −×≅= RrSchwθ , that is near equally with 
strain as light bending.

The average magnitude of the electric field (negative charge) in the event horizon of a
micro-black-hole is like that of the model electron given in [7], and where the inside
“trapped” photon is similar with the “absorbed” photon from thermal energy V in case of

BHµ  particle, or in other words the electron is a decaying BHµ  particle, see below
equation (4). 

4
0

6
λπ ε
cE =〉〈                                                

, it results ][109.2 50 CNE ×=〉〈 , for BHµ  particle  of ][106.1 29 mC
−×=λ
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and where the gravity charge formally corresponds as 2ec ↔

2.1 The BHµ  dark particles production 

An important contribution to further Universe expansion is given by the dark particles 
which result from another fraction ( 75.0 ) of  the initially BHsµ .

With JGeVa darkenddark
1910

_
11 1035.1104.810 −− ×=×==ε  as pure gravity particles,  and 

horizon-entry is when N
leaveend ekk −= ; ][4.81 mkend =− , 20

_ 102.1 ×=darkenda ,  from eq. (2) 
][10 211 mH end =− , and the curvature radius results  ][1021 mR =  , 

scRcHt endend
121 103.3 ×=≅= − , with ][10 2711 mkH laeveleae

−−− ==  we found  3.64=N  to 
match the iterations cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν . 

3109 ×=T , ][102.2 7
_ mdarkC

−×=λ , Hzkc end
81 10== −υ  

The number of gravitons that has been released following BHsµ  merging  is only 

( ) ( )
88

2619

96

26 104.7
101035.1

10
10

×≅
×

== −−−−
BH

g
mergingat

n
n

µε , and these generate the 

curvature radius of the object R . 
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of 

2688 104.72104.7 ×=×= P
dark
H nn , for two BHsµ merging.

The necessary volume is 3693 10 mnV Cgnecessary =⋅= λ , and the available volume being 
3603 10 maV endavailable ==

To mention that only this dataset match the model.

2.2 The Confinement into nucleons
The effect of the potential  B  is the same as shifting the effective mass 

)12(24242 σ−++=∗ jcqBcmcm e   for fermions for each Landau level.
Where, ][106.3 16 mcmC

−
∗ ×== λ ,                                      

the effective mass is 
 2242 ccqBcmm e +=∗                                                      

Or GeVkgmq 5.0102.9 28 →×= −

which is just the qq  string tensions .
With JGeVaendPgqq

101011
_ 104.31.2107.410 −×→=×== εε  at  Confinement, when 

N
leaveend ekk −= ; ][101.3 81 mk end

−− ×= , 10
_ 107.4 ×=− gqqenda , with eq. (2) ][15001 mH end =− , 

][1447 mR = ; scHt endend
61 105 −− ×== , and  ][10 2711 mkH laeveleae

−−− ==  we found 
9.44=N  to match the iterations cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν

.
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The number of gravitons that has been released following BHsµ  merging  is only 

( ) ( )
79

2610

96

26 109.2
10104.3

10
10

×≅
×

== −−−−
BH

g
mergingat

n
n

µε , and these generate the 

curvature radius of the object R .
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of 

1779 109.22109.2 ×=×=−
P

gqq
H nn , for two BHsµ merging.

Thus the overall balance is 353617612 1010109.2107.5109.781 =≅≅×⋅×⋅×⋅= Pn .
In other words, at Confinement the expansion it seems to finish here.

To mention that only this data set match the model.
From [2a], we have 0H  -an “external” electro-magnetic field of a dipole created by the
pair uu  (the chromoelectrical colors field)

][1033.8
4

24
3

0
00 CN

r
edEH ×=⋅==

π ε
,where fmr 05.0=  -is the electrical flux tube radius, fmd 48.0= -the distance between
the two quarks charges, this is in fact equilibrated by the gluons field , and respectively,
from eq. (2.a;2.b;2.c) at a more deep penetration 

][1086.8106.3 1716 mgluonCqqC
−

−
−

− ×=>×= λλ , with Kgm condensategluons
27

_ 108.3 −×= see 
below.
Because the magnetic induction of the color magnetic gluons current which is powered
by electric field given by a pair of quarks ( 0H  ), 202 cgluon HHB ≡≥ , it has the raw
flow consequences squeezing this cromoelectrical flux into a vortex line, followed by
forcing an organization into a triangular Abrikosov lattice, see figure 1.
From [2a], we have the lower critical field:





==

Φ
= 2

15
22

0 10)log(log
2
2

)(
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J
c
cxB κ

π λ
π

ξ
λ

π λ


, where 01114=ξ , and when 

near the axis, for ξ== 116.0x  , when the induction is

1
15 ][102)( cHTB =×=ξ , ][106 23 CNcBE ×==

In the case of a homogeneous potential directed along the z-axis [9], the Einstein stress-
energy tensor is:

π
ε

ρ
8

22
033221100 Bc

TTTT B ==−=== ; 00 =iT ,  where ][ 3mJBρ -the magnetic 

energy density.
The equivalence between the Lorenz force energy which squeezes the electrical field ±eE  
is Bec CL λε = , and at the interface between normal and superconducting phase we have 

cEB ≅ , with  ±e  pair  giving E  as:  2
2 mcmcc

e
ecTk

C
CLB =====






λ
λεν , and 

accounting that the inverse of the penetration length  Cλλ ≅ .
Also, the interaction energy at interface BE −  is: 
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22
0 JVV

BcV
volB

vol === ρ
π

ε
ε ,                                 (2.a)

38)4(2 CCcCvolV π λλλπ λ ≅= , at Compton length equally with the penetration length
λλ =C , that results

3
0

2

)(
)(
∗= e

C

VE
λε                                                              (2.b)

With gluonsV ε=  as above is obtained ][1098.2 15 TcEB qq ×== , where 23109.8 ×=qqE  
with eq. (2.a), that are identically with the above values, indubitable meaning that this 
force creates the spacetime curvature and this is equilibrated by the gravity charge, see 
below.
With equation (4), see below,  

4
0

6
λπ ε
cE =〉〈                                                

, it  it results ][106.3 23 CNE ×=〉〈 , for qq  particle  of ][106.3 16 mC
−×=λ , that is near 

the values calculated before by both methods.
3. The Quantization of Mass (or Gravitational Charge)

In the classical Abraham-Lorentz theory of the electron, as in references [26, 27, 28] 
cited in [7],   the energy contained in the Coulomb field of a charge e  in all space outside 
its radius R  is

∫ ∫
≥

∞

===
Rr R

elect R
edr

r
erdEU





0

2

2
0

2
20

882 π επ ε
ε

          (3)

For a point charge, with 0=R , the total energy elecU  is infinite. The physical mass of the
electron, MeVcUme 5.02 == , then imposes a lower limit on its size of the order of
the so-called classical electron radius ][1082.22 15

0 mRr −×== .

From  [7],  our  main  motivation  for  the  central  postulate  stated  above  arises  from  a 
consideration of the experimentally well-established (parapositronium) electron-positron 
annihilation and creation processes as  in the here cited reference [36]. 

γ γ↔−+ ee                                                             

Otherwise, in all the Feynman diagrams is considered the particles transformation as been 
accompanied by γ γ  (vortex). 

We envisage a quantized solution where, just as is the case for the free photon, we have 
time varying fields, but where the field distribution is self-confined in space.
The mass of any confined photon will be 2cUm =  where λcU =  is the energy
of the photon of wavelength λ . From relation γ γ↔−+ ee   it is clear that for the case 
where the electron and positron annihilate at rest, the decay photon wavelengths λ   are 
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just the electron Compton wavelength ][107.3 13 mcmeC
−×≅= λ . We therefore, in the 

first instance, look for a quantized solution defined by periodic boundary conditions of 
length one Compton wavelength Cλ , which is confined to some closed path in 3-D space.
The magnitude of the apparent charge of our model object is based on the length scales 
estimated in the previous section. We confine an arbitrary photon with wavelength λ  to a 

spherical volume 
3

23
4






= λπV .  

The energy density of the electromagnetic field in the volume is ( )21
0

2

02
1 BEW −+= µε

.
 For a propagating photon inside the volume, where space is curved, we take cBE =  and 

00
2 µε=−c  as is the case for a free-space photon.

The electric field energy EU  and the magnetic field energy BU  are then one half of the 
total confined photon energy U  (i.e. UUU BE 21== ). We find for the average energy 

density of the electric field in the volume V , VUVUW EE 2
1==  and also 2

02
1 EW ε=  

. The average magnitude of the electric field inside the model electron is then 

4
0

6
λπ ε
cE =〉〈                                                (4)

, it results ][107.5 17 CNE ×=〉〈 , for electrons of ][107.3 13 mcmeC
−×≅= λ

In case of quarks we have
][107.3 23 CNE ×=〉〈 , for GeVkgmq 4.0102.7 28 ↔×= − , 

][106.4 16 mcmqC
−×≅≅ λ ,

that corresponds with the value from [2] ][108.8 23 CN×≅ .
To estimate the charge in our model we need to compare the magnitude of the inward 
directed electric field to that for a point charge at the origin. Making the plausible 
assumptions that the relevant length scale from where the electric field is effectively 
inward-directed is the mean radius of energy transport πλ 4=r , and that the average 
electric  field of the confined photon, Eq. (3), is a good estimate of the field at this radius, 
we obtain the effective charge, q , by comparing this to the Coulomb field of a point 
charge at distance rr =

2
04 r

qE
π ε

=            

which then yields the charge from our model in terms of the elementary charge e

ecq 91.03
2
1

0 ≅= ε
π

                                    (5)

, where this apparent charge arises from the electric field of the confined photon. Note 
that q  is independent of the energy of the photon (the size of the object) and is a result of 
the toroidal topology.
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The rotational energy of a relativistic object is ωLU rot = , with L  the angular 
momentum, and ω  the angular frequency. For a photon =L , and the total energy of a 
photon with frequency ω  is ω=photonU . Thus, the energy of a photon is entirely 
electromagnetic and contained in its spin. The confined photon in our model has to travel 
around twice to complete its path of length ωπλ c2= . Consequently, the internal 
rotational frequency of the model is twice the photon frequency ωω 2=s . The internal 
rotational energy is equal to the confined photon energy, and we may write 

ωω == sel LU mod . Our model must then have an intrinsic angular momentum 


2
1== sL ωω . We see that this describes an object of half-integer spin. If the spin-

statistics theorem applies, our self-confined photon should be a fermion. This is again a 
direct consequence of the topology of our model; the field vectors must rotate through 

720  before coming back to their starting position with the same orientation. In quantum 

mechanics, the spin angular momentum has a fixed value 
2
1=s  , therefore we cannot 

take the intrinsic spin to a classical limit by letting ∞→s and there is no classical 
correspondence with half-integer spin. In our model this is ensured because, for our 
topology, we have necessarily one and only one wavelength, and this gives a fixed, 
length-scale independent value of s .
If the electron is indeed constituted by a photon, other elementary particles may also be 
composed of photon states, but in some other configuration [7]. The possibility that 
muons and tauons may be formed by electron-like states with a different internal 
curvature has been discussed in the literature [8]. We speculate that the hadrons may be 
described by composite confined photon states as gluons [2] together with quarks pairs at 
the origin of an electrical field and of gravity. If we identify a quark with a confined 
photon state which is not sufficient in itself to complete a closed loop in space, but 
transforms a photon going in one spatial direction to one travelling in another, it would 
then only be possible to build closed three-dimensional loops from these elements with 
qqq  and qq  combinations.
The gravitational theory here proposed [1e] says that the intense interior gravitational 
field of the electron is just sufficient to compensate for the repulsive forces in an electron 
of finite size. It shows that if the electronic charge is pictured as being distributed over a 
region with a radius equal to the classical radius of electron )( 22 mce , and the 
gravitational mass is distributed over a region with a radius of order mcC =λ , a 
balance can be achieved between the repulsive force of spin and electric and attractive 
gravitational forces.  We see from the basic equation of the quantized gravitational charge 
see section 3. , respectively 

2
PM
cG ≅ ,                                              (6)

that 2
1

2 )( cGM P ≅ . Since the gravitational charge is distributed over a region of the 

order of  mc it gives a negative energy of the order of 
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while the electric charge distributed over a region of the order of 
22 mce ( since 2

0

2

0

2
2

0

2

cm
e

E
ercm

r
eE

e
e εεε

==→== ) gives a positive self energy of 

2mc . Since the two self energies are of the same order of magnitude, they be brought into 
balance.
Consider now a photon and suppose that it maintain its identity in virtue of an interior 
gravitational filed. I we picture the gravitational mass m  of the photon as being 
distributed over a volume whose radius is of the order of λ , the wavelength of the 
photon, we see that the energy of the photon, in virtue of gravitational mass PMm = , 
must be of the order of λ2Gm  or ][1092 JcGm →ν . But the energy of the photon is 
also ][109 Jh → ≅ν . Hence we see again that cGm ≅2 , that means  for 14310 −= sν . 
The same at confinement  in nucleons, Hz24109.6 ×=ν , it results the photons energy 

GeVJcGm 2][108.1 102 →×→ −ν
In case of Higgs particle γ γ→H  it results GeVJcGm 112][103.8 082 →×→ −ν , with 

Hz26108×=ν ; and ][108 8 J−×=ν .
A very stranger result is obtained if we divide the gravitational charge  to Compton 
length of any particle (example Higgs particle)  ][103.2 18 mcmH

H
C

−×→= λ ; 
GeVJc H

CH 125][1025.1 8 →×→= −λε  , or in other words the energy of  particle as to 
be distributed in their Compton length is just the energy or the “mass”.
The neutrino, according to this picture, must be represented as consisting of two photons 
bound together gravitationally and revolving around a common center. To account for the 
spin of the neutrino, which is a Fermi particle, we need assume that the sum of the orbital 
angular momenta of photons equals 2 . The two photons must then be revolving such a 
way that : 1) their own intrinsic spins (each equal to   are antiparallel , and 2) that the 
electromagnetic field of one cancels that of the other. This can always be achieved. A 
neutrino consisting of two photons, has, of course, zero rest mass, and therefore this 
gravitational of the neutrino accounts for one of its remarkable properties. For other type 
of neutrinos see [1e].
With above value KT 261066.2 ×=  ; scHt 321 103.3 −− ×==  as Beckenstein radiation of 

BHµ  particle of the like Quantum bubbles (QB) , of volume ][)10()( 332031 −−− ≅= mHV  
at horizon entry (when the scale factor is 6.2≅a  , it results the total number of 
primordial high energy photons following the “decay” of a like- BHµ  particle and which 
“fill” the vacuum till are embedded as a Bose Einstein Condensate (B.E.C) in matter 
(gluons) at symmetries breakings, or when is attained a critical temperature (like in case 
of superconductors!) as: 8010=totalnγ γ  as above. 
The Micro-black-holes decay into photons in Pt  is the Hawking radiation where, the 
gravitational field is so strong that it causes the spontaneous production of photon pairs 
(with black body energy distribution) and even of particle pairs.
Sure, only few free photons of photons dimension could remain embedded in ex-like-
Micro-black-holes which it adjusts its dimensions to electrons, other leptons, noncharged
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particles (neutrinos, Higgs) in order to equilibrate the gravitational charge PmG  as it 
was explained before following electron model ref. [7] cited in [3a].
Very early in 1960 L.Motz ref. [1d] cited in [3a] has elaborated a new theory of the 
structure of fundamental particles, which introduces gravitational field into the interior of 
particles such as electrons to account for their stability.
Thus,  PmG  is the gravitational charge defined by L. Motz as resulting from: 

2
21

r
mGmG

FG = , where it  can say that the gravitational charge 1mG  is the source of 

gravitational field 2
1 rmG at the distance r , and that this field is coupled to the 

gravitational charge 2mG  at the position r  (relative to the source of the field ) via the 
product of the field strength and the charge. L. Motz  derived the quantization condition 
on gravitational charge in a similar manner by noting that moving particle with velocity 
V


 and with gravitational charge PmG  is coupled not only to the Newtonian 
gravitational fields of all other particles (the gravielectric field ) in the usual way, but also 
to the Coriolis inertial force (defined as vmF PC ×−= ω2 ) field   Gvω2  (the 

gravimagnetic field,  in GEM equations we have: )4( gg vBEmF += ; 
G

mcBg =  

rmvL = ; 
Gπ

ε
4

1
0 ↔ ; ][ 2−≅ msgE g ; mass with charge and mass density with charge 

density) by means of the cross product ( ) ( )GrcVmG P
22ω


× , see below the possible 

Motz’s derivation (my guess) , where ω  is an appropriate angular velocity. This cross 
product term give rice to an angular momentum ( vrmL P= ; ωrv = ) component in the 
motion of the particle which is of the order of ω22 rmL P=  and is parallel to the field ω .
Therefore, it is obtained the quantization condition as: 22 2 == ωrmL P .
Since it was interested in the quantization of fundamental gravitational charge, it is 
found a value for r   and ω  that must be associated with such charge. To do this, L.Motz 
considered the Universe to two such charges in gravitational equilibrium and resolving 
about each other in the first Bohr orbit. The radius of this orbit is just 32

PGmr = , 
which it was taken as to be r . He also noted that the resulting Coriolis field Gr 22ω  
must, according to Mach’s principle, produces the centrifugal force cm 2ω . “A very 
general statement of Mach's principle is "Local physical laws are determined by  
the large-scale structure of the universe". 

Such a coupling of the charge to gravimagnetic field 
PmG

L
is achieved, 

G
r

c
vmG P

22ϖ× , that becomes just the angular momentum which contains a double 

moment: ω22 rmL P=  .
This will be so only if crv ≅= ω is of the order of c  since the centrifugal force (being 
charge times field) is just ( ) ( )GrmG 22ω⋅ . Introducing these two relationships into 
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the above quantization equation, is obtained 22 == crmL P , or, substituting for r as 
Bohr orbit when the electron is held in a circular orbit by electrostatic attraction. 

; Gk e π
π ε

4
4

1

0

== ; Pmm = ,

nmvr = , 
mek

r
e

2

2= , 
mGmmek

r
e

2

2

2

2  == ; when PmGe → ,


 =3

2

2
P

P Gm
cm , or =

c
GmP

2

         

Independently, the author in [1c] has obtained the same quantization condition in case of 
the calculation of nucleons structure. 
Thus, the ratio of the forces of gravity and of electromagnetic between the vortex and the 
quark flux tube (electric field), see figure 1. , becomes

1
2

2

2

2

2

_

=∗==
cGr

cG

ec
cec

r
Gm

F

F
Planck

condensateM

G







λ

λπ
π

; For r≅λ         (9)
  
, where the Lorentz force is ecBF condensateM =−                   (10)

c
B

x 2
0

2
2
π λλ

Φ
=



][1507.2 2
0 Tme

e
usuallyec −=→=Φ 


ππ

       (11)

If we consider only an electric Coulomb field of the quark dipole in the middle of the 
gluons condensate, we obtain an another very important result, namely, the value of fine 
structure constant sα :
Therefore, if we consider the string force due of the Coulomb flux tube as given by the 
colors quarks qq  pairs, see figure 1. , results

skgme
e

e
m
F

G
Planck

quarkss ⋅−→
−

−→= 3
2

2

2

2

1165.6
082.2

1675.3*1636*137λα
,

Or again,  22
0

2

22

2
0

4
4

PlanckPlanck m
ce

me
c

G 
=×=

λπ ε
λπ ε

15

137
4

4

2

2
0

2

2
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2

2

2
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Fig.1. The gluons embedded in Giant-Vortex [2]  that could be also the arrangement for 
the nucleon (only illustration). A spin-orbit nonabelian field is shown.

If we accept the quantization condition for the gravitational charge we are led to the value 
kgm 8102.2 −×≅  for the inertial mass of the fundamental particle of Universe, which 

L.Motz shall now call the uniton.

Gamma-gamma interactions can either give up mass in the form of special types of decay 
processes or, vice versa, the energy can come from antiparticle interactions. This is called 
the parapositronium decay. Such a phase transition is given as

+−↔ eeγ γ
, and 

Now, with  data from [2], in case of gluon’s condensate of high energy photon 
][1048.318.2 10

_ JGeVcondensgluon
−×→≅ε  

, we have ][106.8 17 mcmr condensategluonCcondensategluon
−

−− ×→== λ ,
][109.3 27 kgm condensategluon

−
− ×=  it results the frequency

Hzcondensgluon
24

_ 107.1 ×≅= εω .                                    (13)

4. Cosmological and other consequences of the uniton existence

If the square of quantum charge is, indeed c , we can account for the stable electrically 
charged particles such as electrons by balancing the explosive positive electro-static 
energy with the negative binding energy of the gravitationally charge. Accordingly to this 
point of view electrons and nucleons are the lowest bound states of two or more unitons 
that collapsed down to the appropriate dimensions gravitationally and radiated anyway 
most of their energy in the process. It is clear that a gravitational charge of magnitude c  
will contribute negative gravitational binding energy of the order of 2mc  if this charge is 
distributed over a region whose dimensions are equal to the Compton wave length of the 
particle. To note again that each uniton of a total 9610  it produces by radiation 9610≅  of
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soft photons as due to hair concept of micro-black-holes [5c], that represent the gluons
which again together with quarks condensate at Confinement ( V=2.1GeV,
) into nucleons, see more details in [2a].
The binding energy will be sufficient to balance the positive electrostatic energy of the 
charge e   distributed over the classical radius 2

0
2 4 cme eπ ε , as from 

2

0

2

4
cm

r
eE e

e

==
π ε

                                                           (14)

, it results ][108.2 15 mre
−×= , 

5. Conclusions
Accounting that  the mass of graviton results as been of Jac 2610 −=≅  (with the scale 
factor 1=a at horizon entry-at Reheating),  the merging  of the primordial Micro-black-
holes generated as due of Quantum fluctuation at Electroweak epoch, it  conducts to a 
number  9610≈ gravitons which determines the mass ( J7010 ) and the Universe 
expansion, and these becomes  −+ ee  quarks pairs which can generate at Confinement 
epoch  inside the nucleons an electrical field ( E ) that condensate the free photons, also 
as  resulting from the radiating of the Micro-black-holes, but as gluons of near the same 
number ( 9610≈ ), that  representing the component of the magnetic field (B ). 
The further Universe expansion is assured by the gravitons released during generation of 
dark particles which derive as a fraction of the same number of the initially BHµ .
In this way it is entirely confirmed the timeline of Universe.
A proof of the model is done by applying it to light bending due of Earth. It is obtained 
the timeline of Universe.
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